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About This Game

"Turn the bridge" is a perfect game to offer great fun playing it, apart from having some difficulty, and needing to play it some
time to reach great distances. Therefore, it is not a game that you can become good at it in a short time.

In this game a character advances on a path. The character always advances forward, can not make curves or change direction.
What the player controls is the way he can go. Each time you click on the game, the portions of the path that are purple will

rotate. The difficult thing is to turn them at the right moment so that the character can move forward without falling.
It seems easy but it is not, the scenario is generated randomly, that manages to generate situations in which you will have to act

fast and move the roads at the precise moment so as not to lose.
In addition, from time to time, you will have the possibility to continue the path in exchange for gold of the game, which you

will get playing, but this you can only do it once, and only one death per game.

What to expect:

-Randomly generated scenario

-Easy to understand gameplay but challenging gameplay

-Good sound and music while playing

How to play:
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-You just need your mouse to navigate through menu and to click while playing.
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Genre: Casual, Indie
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Garnudo Games
Publisher:
Garnudo Games
Release Date: 21 Sep, 2018
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